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The context-aware recommendation systems attempt to address the challenge of 
recommending products or items that have the greater chance of meeting user interests with the 
highest relevance by adapting to user’s or product’s current contextual information. In context-
aware recommendation, many contextual features have been identified as contextual parameters 
such as companion in the movie recommendation domain, time and mood parameters in the music 
recommendation, and weather, season, travel type & etc, in the travel recommendation domain. In 
this study, we apply context-aware recommendation in tourist destination recommendation by 
introducing user emotion and user behavior as the contextual parameters. 
The emotion is one of the popular contextual parameters which is adapted by many 
recommendation system studies and triggered the effectiveness of emotion in the recommendation 
process though few works have arisen in tourist destination recommendation. We compared and 
clarified the effectiveness of using emotion, user behavior and personality in recommendation using 
both filtering technique and context modeling techniques. As the filtering technique, we used pre-
filtering and as the contextual modeling used tensor factorization. In the filtering approach, the 
system recommendation is implemented in contextual pre-filtering paradigm and uses the 
contextual information to select most relevant item x user data for generating recommendations by 
using item-item collaborative filtering. Top five destinations were generated as recommendations 
for each individual context as well combining both contextual parameters to compare the 
effectiveness in the recommendation by using Loglikelihood similarity and Simple Weighted 
Average predictive rating calculation algorithm. In the contextual modeling, we used 
CANDECOMP/PARAFAC(CP) Tensor Factorization model which uses ratings from M users for N 
items under Q types of contexts as a three-dimensional tensor and generated the top five 
recommendations for each context.  
Thus, we introduced a new corpus with the emotion parameter by employing Semantic 
Analysis techniques for place recommendation due to the lack properly recorded dataset and used 
in the recommendation system implementation. In the process of deriving emotion tags, we used 
the text reviews collected from TripAdvisor and defined an emotion tag for each place based on the 
lexicon-based semantic classification. Both recommendation approaches with context outperformed 
with the selected contextual parameters and results of tensor factorization approach with the two 
parameters proved higher effectivity in tourist destination recommendation compared to other 
approaches (Mean Average Precision = 81.59%).  
Moreover, we employed user personality in user profiles to analyze how users’ emotions 
influence the decision-making process at the interaction of the recommendation system along with 
their personality by using users’ twitter profiles using user-user collaborative filtering and 
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compared with non-context approach. The personality and emotion incorporated approach, 
performed satisfactorily compared to non-context in predictive rating accuracy and user satisfaction  
Our study focused on a challenging field, tourist destination recommendation while selecting 
the emotion, user behavior and personality as contextual parameters and the selected contextual 
parameters proved user satisfactions towards the recommendations generated by the system. Thus, 
this study confers the importance of emotion in travel recommendation domain in filtering and 
contextual modeling approaches along with the user behavior and user personality contexts. 
 
